1. Leave Royal Plaza Hotel
2. As shown on map, turn right after leaving main entrance, follow signs of ‘KCR Station’
3. Arriving at Mong Kok station, buy a train ticket (of course!) for Kowloon Tong ($3.50)
4. Head for platform for ‘Lo Wu’ direction
5. Arrive at ‘Kowloon Tong’ station
6. Take escalator down to the concourse
7. Head for MTR station (indoor to indoor)
8. Literally, head STRAIGHT THROUGH the station until you see exit C, where you should take the escalators on your left, up.
9. You should then see Park’n Shop
10. Go up to LG1 level
11. Remember where Park’n Shop is? Well, head towards its general direction (although it is downstairs), then a small escalator going up should be found on your left (you should see B&O shop)
12. Follow the instructions of the sign and you will soon find yourself in City University!